HR 8799 is a star accompanied by four massive planets on wide orbits. The observed planetary configuration has been shown to be unstable on a timescale much shorter than the estimated age of the system (∼ 30 Myr) unless the planets are locked into mean motion resonances. This condition is characterised by small-amplitude libration of one or more resonant angles that stabilise the system by preventing close encounters. We simulate planetary systems similar to the HR 8799 planetary system, exploring the parameter space in separation between the orbits, planetary masses and distance from the Sun to the star. We find systems that look like HR 8799 and remain stable for longer than the estimated age of HR 8799. None of our systems are forced into resonances. We find, with nominal masses (M b = 5 M Jup and M c,d,e = 7 M Jup ) and in a narrow range of orbit separations, that 5 of 100 systems match the observations and lifetime. Considering a broad range of orbit separations, we find 12 of 900 similar systems. The systems survive significantly longer because of their slightly increased initial orbit separations compared to assuming circular orbits from the observed positions. A small increase in separation leads to a significant increase in survival time. The low eccentricity the orbits develop from gravitational interaction is enough for the planets to match the observations. With lower masses, but still comfortably within the estimated planet mass uncertainty, we find 18 of 100 matching and long-lived systems in a narrow orbital separation range. In the broad separation range, we find 82 of 900 matching systems. Our results imply that the planets in the HR 8799 system do not have to be in strong mean motion resonances. We also investigate the future of wide-orbit planetary systems using our HR 8799 analogues. We find that 80% of the systems have two planets left after strong planet-planet scattering and these are on eccentric orbits with semi-major axes of a 1 ∼ 10 AU and a 2 ∼ 30 − 1000 AU. We speculate that other wide-orbit planetary systems, such as AB Pic and HD 106906, are the remnants of HR 8799 analogues that underwent close encounters and dynamical instability.
Introduction
HR 8799 (also called HD 218396 and HIP 114189) is a nearby (39.4 ± 1.1 pc; van Leeuwen 2007), young (30 +20 −10 Myr assuming member of the Columba association; Marois et al. 2010) A5V (up to F0V) star with mass 1.5 ± 0.3 M (Gray & Kaye 1999; Gray et al. 2003) . HR 8799 has four confirmed, directly imaged planets (Marois et al. 2008 (Marois et al. , 2010 ) and a debris disk (Su et al. 2009; Matthews et al. 2014) . The planet masses are estimated to be 5 (b) and 7 (cde) M Jup (Marois et al. 2010) . The on-sky separations between planets and star are estimated to be 67.9 (b), 38.0 (c), 24.5 (d), and 14.5 (e) AU. Matthews et al. (2014) estimated the inclination of the system with respect to the plane of the sky to be 26 ± 3
• by observing the outer part of the debris disk and assuming coplanarity with the planetary orbits. They estimate the position angle of the inclination to be 64 ± 3
• (G. Kennedy, private communication) . Figure 1 shows all observations of the planets published at the time of writing.
The estimates of the planetary masses in the HR 8799 system depend on the age of the system through cooling models, indicating higher planet masses with higher age (Baraffe et al. 2003) . The age of the HR 8799 system is uncertain and has been estimated using different techniques to range between 30 Myr and 1 Gyr (see Marois et al. 2010 Marois et al. , 2008 , and references therein). The planet mass estimates reach the brown dwarf regime when an age of 100 Myr is assumed. In this paper we consider HR 8799 bcde as planets; the case of brown dwarfs is more closely investigated by Moro-Martín et al. (2010) . We assume the age 30 Myr in this paper as it is estimated from the Columba association. An age of 30 Myr leads to multi-Jovian masses that, however, are still in the planetary regime. Whether it is true that HR 8799 is associated with the Columba association could be revealed by Gaia in the near future (Perryman et al. 2001) . Other uncertainties in system properties include distance (39.4 ± 1.1 pc van Leeuwen 2007) and stellar mass (1.5 ± 0.3 M Gray & Kaye 1999; Gray et al. 2003) .
The formation of the massive HR 8799 bcde planets can be explained by the recently developed models of pebble accretion (Lambrechts & Johansen 2012) , but the dynamics of the system has been a puzzle unless resonances are considered. The orbits of the HR 8799 bcde planets are difficult to constrain as the planets have been observed during a small fraction of their orbits (see Fig. 1 ). In recent work by Pueyo et al. (2015) , however, fits are made to constrain the orbital elements and a variety of solutions are found, favouring a slightly more eccentric orbit for planet d. It is reasonable to believe that the planet orbits are close to circular, as with high eccentricity the orbits are likely to cross. However, the HR 8799 planetary system appears to be unstable on a timescale much shorter than the estimated age of the system when integrating the orbits of the planets, assumed initially circular, seen pole-on and non-resonant (Fabrycky & Murray-Clay 2010; Reidemeister et al. 2009; Sudol & Haghighipour 2012) . A possible and popular explanation to the survival of the HR 8799 planetary system is that the planets are locked deep in strong mean motion resonances that can lead to stability timescales up to 1 Gyr (e.g. Fabrycky & Murray-Clay 2010; Goździewski & Migaszewski 2009; Reidemeister et al. 2009; Moro-Martín et al. 2010; Currie et al. 2011; Soummer et al. 2011; Esposito et al. 2013; Goździewski & Migaszewski 2014) . These resonant configurations are characterised by small-amplitude librations of one or more resonant arguments corresponding to two-, three-, or four-planet mean motion resonances, thus ensuring that systems remain protected for extended periods from close encounters between the planets. Moore & Quillen (2013) find stabilising effects from the outer debris disk, although this requires a very massive debris disk.
In this paper we show simulations of planetary systems that look like the HR 8799 system, are stable for longer than the estimated age, and are not stabilised by strong resonant lock. We create these systems by starting the planetary orbits slightly more widely separated than the observed on-sky separation assuming circular orbits. A more widely separated configuration can also look like the HR 8799 system as the orbits are not exactly circular. Larger separation between the planetary orbits results in a much longer stability timescale, which makes systems remain stable for longer than the estimated age of HR 8799. This solution is different from previously published explanations, as we do not need protective resonant lock or any other stabilising effects to create a long-lived system. In Sect. 2 we describe how we simulate planetary systems. Sections 3 and 4 present first results consistent with earlier work and later long-lived solutions in agreement with the observed system. In Sect. 5 we introduce a concept of evolutionary phases in the lives of wide-orbit planetary systems. These phases could be used to better understand the past and future of a wide-orbit planetary system. We summarise our findings and conclusions in Sect. 6.
Simulations

Orbital parameters
All planets in all our simulations are analogues of the HR 8799 bcde planets and they are initiated on circular, heliocentric orbits. The initial orbit inclination we find by drawing a random inclination between 0
• and 5
• and random longitude of ascending node between 0 and 360
• ; see Johansen et al. 2012) . The initial planet position on the orbit (true anomaly) is randomised. We assign the mass 1.5 M to the star and the planets are given the estimated values of the masses, 5 M Jup (b) and 7 M Jup (cde) if nothing else is stated (the masses are decreased in simulations 5 and 6). The planets orbit the barycentre of the system, which is not centred on the star as a result of the high planet mass. This means that the planetary orbits have a low initial eccentricity as they are initiated on orbits circular around the star. The initial orbital eccentricities vary between different systems as the inclinations, longitude of ascending nodes, and true anomalies are randomised.
We vary the separation between the initial planet orbits (regarding the planets as test particles) in terms of the mutual Hill radius, which is defined as follows:
where r signifies star-planet separation in the orbital plane and M mass (Chambers et al. 1996) . The indices p1 and p2 refer to the two planets and refers to the star. We then write the separation between the initial, circular orbits in mutual Hill radii as
where in this case p2 refers to the outer planet and p1 to the inner planet. For a given planetary system there is a critical ∆ at which in 50% of the cases the system leads to orbit crossing within a given time (Chambers et al. 1996; Chatterjee et al. 2008) , although for any ∆ there is considerable scatter in the times in which particular realisations become unstable.
MERCURY6 parameters
We perform our simulations using the MERCURY6 package (Chambers 1999) . We use the Bulirsch-Stoer integrator and a Jacobian coordinate system in the output files. Ejection distance is 11 000 AU and fragmentation from collisions is not allowed. We have redefined a close encounter as when two planets are separated by less than one mutual Hill radius, defined as in Eq. (1).
Simulation parameters
In all simulations apart from 4f_long we stop the integration when a close encounter has occurred or 100 Myr is reached. In 4f_long we continue running until 100 Myr to investigate the future of multi-planet systems in Sect. 5. We use output rates of 10, 100 or 1000 years. Every simulation contains 100 runs with the difference in initial placement on orbits and the inclinations of the orbits. The simulations we carried out are summarised in Table 1 and described in detail in Sects. 3 and 4. We provide the initial conditions of our example system in Table A .1, but we note that the system is so chaotic that a small change in timestep completely alters the lifetime of the system (see Sect. 4.3) . A more successful method is to create statistically similar, longlived systems as explained in this section and described in Sect. 4 (see also Table 2 ).
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HR 8799 -unstable as observed
Below we describe in more detail the three simulations 1, 2, and 3 seen in Table 1 . We use the term stability timescale as the timescale for which the systems in a simulation have not had any close encounters. This timescale we find is roughly the same as the time it takes for the systems to lose a planet.
In Fig. 2 the number of systems with 4, 3, 2, and 1 planets in simulations 1, 2, and 3 is shown as a function of time. The black line indicates the estimated age of HR 8799. The figure shows that none of the systems in simulations 1, 2, or 3 still have four planets when the age of HR 8799 is reached. The figure also shows that ∼80% of the systems have two planets left and ∼20% have one planet left after 100 Myr.
Simulation 1: Face-on assumption
For simplicity, we begin by assuming the HR 8799 system is seen entirely face-on, i.e. inclination i = 0
• compared to the plane of the sky. We use the observed on-sky star-planet separations of 67.9 (b), 38.0 (c), 24.5 (d), and 14.5 (e) AU as initial starplanet separations. The initial separations between the orbits are then ∆ = 4.14 (b-c), 3.02 (c-d) and 3.55 (d-e) R H . The dynamics of the face-on assumption has been tested earlier by Fabrycky & Murray-Clay (2010) in the three-planet case and Marois et al. (2010) with all four planets. We confirm their results by finding a median time at which the planetary systems have the first close encounter of 0.10 Myr and there is no planetary system without close encounters for longer than 9.4 Myr. We refer to this simulation as simulation 1, see Table 1 • , when ∆ min = 3.56 R H . This value is indicated with a filled, white circle (simulation 3). This plot is based on the observations from Marois et al. (2008 Marois et al. ( , 2010 .
point out here the large range of lifetimes with the longest-lived system surviving 100 times longer than the median.
Simulation 2: Inclined system according to observations
The disk of the HR 8799 system is observed to be inclined by i = 26
• compared to the plane of the sky and at a position angle of 64
, best fit; G. Kennedy, private communication; Matthews et al. 2014 ). Here we assume that the planets and disk are mutually coplanar. These inclination parameters we use also later in simulations 4, 5, and 6. The observed, on-sky separations between planets and star are then 67.9 (b), 41.9 (c), 25.8 (d), and 14.5 (e) AU, which means that planets c and d are located slightly further away from the star compared to the face-on case (simulation 1). The initial separations between the orbits are then ∆ = 3.47 (b-c), 3.31 (c-d), and 3.90 (d-e) R H . We refer to this simulation as simulation 2 (see Table 1 , solid lines in Fig. 2 and white square marker in Fig. 3 ).
The median time during which the systems have not had any close encounter is in this case 0.094 Myr, while there are no systems that still have four planets after 9.39 Myr. Compared to simulation 1 the stability timescale is similar and it remains too short to explain the current state of HR 8799.
Simulation 3: Optimal separation from inclination
Assume we did not have any system inclination estimate. Which inclination and position angle would then give the largest planetary orbit spacing and thus the longest stability timescale? In Fig. 3 the minimum separation between any two planetary orbits in the system is given for sets of inclination and position angle assuming circular orbits centred on the observed mean (using the observations of Marois et al. 2008 Marois et al. , 2010 . The largest ∆ min is found with an inclination of i = 25
• and a position angle of 42
The separation between the orbits are then ∆ = 3.56 R H for all planet pairs, which translates into star-planet separations of 68.8 (b), 41.9 (c), 24.8 (d), and 14.7 (e) AU. We use these optimal sep-aration parameters in simulation 3 (see Table 1 , dashed lines in Fig. 2 and white circle in Fig. 3 ). The median time the systems have not had any close encounter is 0.57 Myr and all systems have had close encounters after 6.85 Myr. Figure 2 shows that an increase of 0.25 R H in ∆ min results in a factor of ∼2 longer stability timescale (compare medians of simulation 2 with simulation 3).
Preferred estimates of the HR 8799 system inclination from a dynamical point of view lie around 20 − 30
• (Reidemeister et al. 2009; Sudol & Haghighipour 2012) , while astroseismological measurements favour inclinations higher than 40
• assuming that the planetary orbits are aligned with the stellar spin (Wright et al. 2011) .
None of simulations 1, 2 or 3 manage to explain the existence of the HR 8799 system as they simply fall apart before the age of the system is reached.
A stable solution without resonant lock
We find long-lived, simulated systems that look like HR 8799 during some time in their evolution. These systems are created with initially wider separation between the orbits than calculated from observations assuming circular orbits. This means that we assume the planets are not moving on completely circular orbits.
Our simulated planetary orbits have a low eccentricity of e 0.05 from the beginning of the integration (for description on how this is set up see Sect. 2.1). The eccentricity enables planets on more widely separated orbits to look like HR 8799 during parts of the orbits. A wider separation between the orbits in a system can make the system survive longer than the estimated age of HR 8799 as the stability timescale is strongly dependent on orbital separation (Davies et al. 2014) .
In this section we present our simulations 4, 5, and 6 (see Table 1 ), which all contain long-lived systems that look like HR 8799. In Sect. 4.1 we describe simulation 4 and show an example of a long-lived system that seems to fit the observations of HR 8799. In Sect. 4.2 we go into detail on how we determine if a simulated system fits the observations. Section 4.3 presents a way of finding even more well-fitting systems. In Sect. 4.4 we analyse the simulations in terms of resonant behaviour. Section 4.5 describes simulations 5 and 6, which consider lower planet masses that are still within the estimated range.
Simulation 4: Wider initial orbital separation
We test a wider-orbit assumption by simulating systems with the following initial equal separations between the planet orbits: ∆ = 3. 6, 3.65, 3.7, 3.75, 3.8, 3.85, 3.9, 3 .95, and 4 R H . We place planet e at an initial star-planet separation of 14.3 AU, which then fixes the initial semi-major axes of the other planets. The planet masses are set to the nominal masses M = 5 M Jup (b) and 7 M Jup (cde) (Marois et al. 2010) . These simulations are called simulation 4a-i; see Table 1 . Simulation 4 thus contains 900 runs compared to simulations 1, 2, and 3, which only contain 100 runs each. It makes sense to talk about simulations 4a-i for the initialisation of the runs, but not in terms of the architecture of the outcome. The measured minimum orbit separation ∆ min for each system ranges between 3.6 and 4 R H in almost each of simulations 4a-i, depending on the orbital eccentricities. Therefore we bin the simulations 4 with ∆ min , regardless of the initial set-up. We make nine bins with each 100 runs. These bins contain different ranges of orbit separations (∆ min ) and thus represent slightly different architectures of the planetary system. Figure 4 shows the time during which the systems in the simulation 4 bins have not had any close encounter. The figure shows the trend of stability timescale with minimum orbit separation, ∆ min . Compared to the systems in Fig. 2 a substantial fraction of systems in Fig. 4 have not experienced any close encounter at the estimated age of HR 8799 (∼30 Myr). Chatterjee et al. (2008) find that a larger number of mutual Hill radii are needed to keep their planetary systems stable compared to what we find. For various reasons (e.g. our higher planet masses, lower initial eccentricities, and different stability criterion), we consider both results valid and our results not contradicting the results of Chatterjee et al. (2008) . We see that at any given separation there is a wide range of stability times, a fact to which we return later.
Do the surviving systems in simulation 4 look like HR 8799? In Fig. 5 we compare a system from simulation 2 (left panel, system 8) with a system from simulation 4e (right panel, system 94). Both runs seem to fit the observations, but the system from simulation 4 survives over 45 Myr because of the slightly more widely separated planetary orbits. We want to stress that system 94, simulation 4e is not a special system, but seems normal compared to the other systems in simulation 4. As we explain in Sect. 4.2 we find 12 systems fitting the observations in simulation 4. If we consider a distance to the HR 8799 system 1σ away from the mean of the estimate (39.4 + 1.1 pc = 40.5 pc) we almost double the number to 22 fitting systems in simulation 4. How we determine if a system fits the observations is discussed in detail in Sect. 4.2.
To demonstrate the similarity of our example system, system 94, to the observed HR 8799 system, we show a snapshot of the system at 37.6 Myr in Fig. 6. 
Determining whether a system fits the observations
In this section we describe in detail how we determine how each simulated system fits the observations. We have chosen to compare the simulated systems with the observations taken on 8 October 2009 by Currie et al. (2011) served simultaneously during this observation and the measurement uncertainties are comparably small.
We start by checking whether the system has a longer stability timescale than the estimated age of HR 8799 (30 Myr, Marois et al. 2010) . If that is the case, we proceed with checking whether the system looks like HR 8799. We check whether the architecture of the simulated system is similar to the architecture of HR 8799 in the following way:
1. For every output, move each planet along its orbit to the observed position angle. This is done because it is highly unlikely that we find a single output where all four planets happen to be located within the uncertainties of the observations. The space the observations take on compared to the orbit is about 0.04 AU/200 AU = 2 × 10 −4
. The chance of then catching a point in time when all four planets are within the observations would be (2 × 10
for a very well-fitting system (fixing for example b to always be at the observed position angle). To catch one output where all planets fit simultaneously would therefore require ∼ 10 11 outputs -a number about three orders of magnitude higher than our output rate. As during the simulation the planets are at some point located at exactly the observed position angle, but we do not catch that moment, it is validated to move the planets along their orbits in this way to really measure how close they come to the observations. is carried out to create a new distribution of star-planet separations with a method called bootstrapping with resampling.
3. To simulate the uncertainty of the observation, draw a normally distributed error to each star-planet separation in the bootstrapped distribution using the standard deviation of the observations. We show these distributions for the simulated planets in system 94, simulation 4e in Fig. 7 .
4. Measure for each planet the quantile for the observed starplanet separation in the created distribution. The quantile is the fraction of outputs residing to the left of the observed star-planet separation. The star-planet separations are indicated with black, dark grey, and light grey lines in Fig. 7 for Earth-HR 8799 distances of 39.4 pc, then +1 and +2σ on the distance estimate. as systems fitting to the observations. A low limit for the quantiles means that we allow systems that rarely are found with the architecture of the HR 8799 system to also count as fitting systems. Our example system, system 94, simulation 4e actually has a lower number for the quantile for planet b and does not count as a fitting system.
A visualisation of the assessment procedure can be seen in Fig. 7 where we show, for system 94, simulation 4e, the star-planet distributions plotted together with the star-planet distances inferred from the Earth-HR 8799 distances 39.4, 40.5, and 41.6 pc (corresponding to the mean of the estimate, then one and two standard deviations away from the mean). The quantiles for system 94, simulation 4e are q e = 0.89, q d = 0.89, q c = 0.02 and q b = 8.7×10
−5 using the mean of the Earth-HR 8799 distance estimate. If we consider the distance one standard deviation away from the estimate (40.5 pc to HR 8799), however, we find the quantiles q e = 0.98, q d = 0.99, q c = 0.16 and q b = 0.01. At this distance we consider the system 94, simulation 4e to fit the observations well. To not miss systems such as system 94, simulation 4e in our analysis, we consider two values of the Earth-HR 8799 mean of the estimate distance (39.4 pc) and the distance one standard deviation away from the mean of the estimate (40.5 pc).
We summarise our findings of simulation 4 in the top two panels of Fig. 8 . Again we have binned the simulation 4 with measured minimum orbit separation, ∆ min , 100 systems in each bin. This makes in total 9 bins and 900 systems. We plot in light blue the fraction of the systems in each bin that have a stability timescale longer than the estimated age of HR 8799. In dark blue we show the fraction of systems in each bin that fit the observations of the HR 8799 system according to the above described method. The grey bars show the fraction of systems in each bin that fulfil both criteria and thus fit the HR 8799 system. We find for the nominal Earth-HR 8799 distance (39.4 pc), in the best case (where ∆ min = 3.64 − 3.67) 5 systems of 100 that fit the observations. In the entire range of orbit separations, we find 12 of 900 systems that fit the observations (see Fig. 8a ). For the Earth-HR 8799 distance of 40.5 pc we find, in the best case (where ∆ min = 3.74 − 3.79) 8 systems of 100 fitting the observations and 22 of 900 when including all orbit separation ranges (see Fig. 8b ).
In simulation 4 we create many varieties of architectures in the planetary systems that they would fit many ranges of inclinations and position angles. Therefore we are not concerned by the exact values of the inclination and position angle that we apply (from Matthews et al. 2014 ).
Simulations 2α and 4α: Verification
SSystem 94, simulation 4e (see e.g. Figure 5b ) is not a special system, but there are many evolutions leading to systems that fit the observations of HR 8799. To show this, we simulate 100 copies of system 94, simulation 4e with the only difference being the simulation output rate, which changes the timestep slightly. This very small timestep variation changes the fate of the systems in∼ 10 6 years because they are chaotic. The systems have similar architecture, but with different evolution. We call them simulation 4α.
Because our simulated systems are very chaotic it is likely that an integration made with our exact initial conditions would evolve differently from that which we present here. A small change in timestep alters the evolution on a timecale of 10 We show how many of our systems in simulation 4 (top and middle panels) and simulation 5 (bottom panel) fit the observations. We binned the simulations in ranges of minimum orbit separations, ∆ min , 100 systems in each bin. The light blue shows the fraction of the systems in the bin that have a stability timescale longer than the estimated age of HR 8799. The dark blue curve shows the fraction of the systems in the bin that have architectures fitting to that of HR 8799. We determine whether a system fits through the procedure described in Sect. 4.2. The grey bars indicate the fraction of systems in each bin that fulfil both criteria. The top panel shows the results from simulation 4 using the mean of the Earth-HR 8799 distance estimate (39.4 pc), the middle panel shows the results from simulation 4 using a one standard deviation longer Earth-HR 8799 distance (40.5 pc), and the bottom panel shows the results from simulation 5, which has slightly lower planet masses, but is still within the estimated range. ure 9 shows with time the number of systems in simulations 2α and 4α that have not experienced any close encounter. The slopes of the curves show that the systems indeed have different evolutions despite their identical initial conditions. The location of the curves in the diagram shows that the stability timescale of simulation 4α is about one order of magnitude longer than the stability timescale of simulation 2α. This leads to 26 systems in sim- ulation 4α surviving longer than the estimated age of HR 8799 and 10 of these also matching the observations of HR 8799.
Mean motion resonance analysis
In this section we investigate whether resonances affect our systems in simulation 4. Stabilisation because the system is deep in a mean-motion resonance is a common explanation to the survival of the HR 8799 system (see e.g. Fabrycky & MurrayClay 2010; Goździewski & Migaszewski 2009; Reidemeister et al. 2009; Moro-Martín et al. 2010; Currie et al. 2011; Soummer et al. 2011; Esposito et al. 2013; Soummer et al. 2011; Goździewski & Migaszewski 2014) . In the following we show that we simulate systems that fit the HR 8799 system without being stabilised by strong resonant lock.
We consider resonant angles correlated to the Laplace resonances, 2:1, 4:2:1, and 8:4:2:1 (Murray & Dermott 1999) . We also consider angles related to the secular motion. All these angles are calculated using the mean longitude (λ) and longitude of periastron ( ), which are calculated from the longitude of ascending node (Ω), argument of periastron (ω), and mean anomaly (M) for each planet in the following way:
The resonant angles we consider of the 2:1 resonance are
which for the three planet pairs (b-c, c-d and d-e) result in six angles to consider. For the 4:2:1 resonance we consider the angle φ 1, 4:2:1 = λ inner − 3λ middle + 2λ outer ,
which results in two angles as there are two sets of three-planet systems; b-c-d and c-d-e.
For the 8:4:2:1 resonance we take into account the four angles as follows: 
which we now label with the planet names.
We also look at the difference in longitude of periastron, which is an angle related to secular motion. It is defined as
which leads to three angles from the three planet pairs (b-c, c-d and d-e).
In Fig. 10 we show the evolution of four of the above angles in system 94, simulation 4e. We want to stress that system 94, simulation 4e is a system similar to many of our other systems in the resonant behaviour seen in Fig. 10 also. The evolution of the angles in our panels 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 10 To show the overall behaviour of our simulation 4 we bin the systems by stability time into 9 bins, each containing 100 systems. For each system we assess whether the resonant angles presented in Eqs. 5-12 are circulating, librating, or falling in and out of resonance. We visualise the resonant behaviour of our simulation 4 in Fig. 11 . Figure 11 shows no trend of longer stability time with librating angles (right panel) and no clear trend of stability time angles transitioning between librational and circulatory behaviour. We infer from this that our systems are not being stabilised by tight resonant lock. However, the separatrixcrossing behaviour we observe in some systems is characteristic of chaotic evolution driven by multiple resonances (Chirikov 1979) . Indeed, this may offer an explanation as to why there is a long-lived tail of surviving systems with no consistent resonant protection: Shikita et al. (2010) describe how some trajectories stick for extended periods at the edge of the chaotic region of phase space.
Simulations 5 and 6: Lower planet masses
Another way to increase the stability timescale of a planetary system is to decrease the planet masses. In terms of ∆ (Eqs. (1) and (2)), lowering planet masses widens the orbit separations and thus increases the stability timescale.
We use the exact same initial conditions for simulation 4 and lower the planet masses to create simulation 5 and 6 (see Table 1 ). Simulation 5 has planet masses 4 (b) and 6 (cde) M Jup and simulation 6 has planet masses 3 (b) and 5 (cde) M Jup . We want to point out that these planet masses are still comfortably within the estimated masses from cooling models (5 ± 2 M Jup (b) and 7
+3
−2 M Jup (cde); Marois et al. 2008 Marois et al. , 2010 ). An example of a system that fits from simulation 5 is system 24, simulation 5d seen in Figs. 12 and 13. The system does not experience any close encounter during the 100 Myr integration time and we measure the quantiles to be q e = 0.93, q d = 0.98, q c = 0.15 and q b = 0.07 at the nominal Earth-HR 8799 distance 39.4 pc. We consider this system to be a good fit to the observations of HR 8799. The system is not stabilised by low-amplitude librational behaviour.
Using the technique described in Sect. 4.2 we find that for simulation 5, in the best case (where ∆ min = 3.81 − 3.85) 18 systems of 100 fit the observations. Looking at a broader range of orbit separations in total 82 out of 900 systems fit the observations (see Fig. 8c ). Considering these 1 M Jup lower planet masses in simulation 5 the architecture of HR 8799 is becoming common in our systems also after 30 Myr. The boost of fitting systems in simulation 5 is clearly seen in Fig. 8 when comparing the bottom panel (simulation 5) with the top two panels (simulation 4).
We include simulation 6 to prove the point that lower planet masses implies much longer stability timescale. In simulation 6 we find 64 fitting systems of 100 in the best case (when ∆ min = 3.98−4.02) and 241 of 900 when considering all orbit separation ranges.
Considering a slightly larger Earth-HR 8799 distance increased the number of fitting systems with a factor of two Sect. 4.1. Considering slightly lower planet masses boosts the number of fitting systems by a factor of ten.
Evolutionary phases
In this section we use simulation 4f_long (see Table 1 ) to investigate the evolution of wide-orbit planetary systems. Simulation 4f_long is created in the same way as simulation 4f, but the integrations are not stopped after a close encounter has occurred and therefore always continue up to 100 Myr.
We find three distinct phases of dynamical evolution in our wide-orbit planetary systems. We call the phases A, B, and C and they correspond to the time before the first close encounter between planets (A), the time between the first and last close encounter (B), and the time after the last close encounter (C). We define a close encounter between planets to be whenever two planets enter their mutual Hill radius, see Eq. (1). We can use these evolutionary phases to predict what will happen and what has happened to the HR 8799 system and systems similar to it. Figure 14 shows how the eccentricity and semi-major axes of the planetary orbits change between phase A, B, and C. In the figure we picked one random time in phase A, B, and C in each system in simulation 4f_long, respectively. Phase A is characterised by low-eccentricity orbits, not deviating much from the initial set-up. Phase B and C show an even distribution of eccentricities (0 < e < 1) and planets pile-up around a ∼ 10 AU. All systems in phase B have three planets or more, while the most common number of planets in phase C is two planets. In the two-planet case of phase C, one planet typically has a semi-major axis of a ∼ 10 AU and the other a ∼ 30 − 1000 AU. The timescale of phase A is what we referred to as the stability timescale, which is the time it takes before the first close encounter occurs. This timescale is strongly dependent on orbital separation (Davies et al. 2014) . The timescale of phase B is independent of initial orbit separation and we measure it to vary between 10 4 to 10 7 years, peaking at 10 6 years. These timescales for the clearing of wide-orbit planets are consistent with previous studies (Veras et al. 2009 ). This timescale is typically shorter than the duration of phase A and the lifetime of the observed systems (see Table 2 ). Therefore statistically it The black dots show the output from our simulation, sampled every 100 years. In the top panel (evolution of the φ 2, 1c:2d ) the output clusters around 0 rad, which is a sign of weak resonant behaviour. The system alternates between libration and circulation in this resonant angle, which is a different behaviour than what is seen in systems affected by strong resonance in which all output would be narrowly confined about 0 rad. None of the bottom three panels show signs of resonant libration, unlike in the cases considered by Goździewski & Migaszewski (2009 . The red line indicates the estimated age of HR 8799.
is unlikely to observe a system in phase B unless the star is very young.
Application to observed wide-orbit planetary systems
In this section we predict the evolutionary phase of directly imaged, massive, wide-orbit planetary systems assuming their evolution is similar to that which we find for HR 8799 in simulation 4f_long. Table 2 gives some observed properties of the systems we include.
1RXS J1609 1RXS J1609 b is found at a projected distance of 330 AU and is probably scattered to this distance as a protoplanetary disk of this size is unlikely. Its age is not sufficient to distinguish between phase B or C, but if there are no other planets present we can predict phase C.
AB Pic AB Pic b is also found at a very large distance from the star (∼ 260 AU). It is highly likely the planet has been scattered there and also taking the age of ∼ 30 Myr into account, we predict phase C as phase B generally lasts for shorter time.
β Pic β Pic b is separated from β Pic by 8 − 15 AU. The fact that no outer planets have been found indicates either that the system is a one-planet system in phase C or that the outer planets are not massive enough to be visible and the system is in phase A or C. However, the low eccentricity of the orbit (e ∼ 0.06, Macintosh et al. 2014 ) favours phase A.
Fomalhaut Fomalhaut b is found at a projected distance of ∼ 119 AU, which is far out and makes in situ formation less probable. The predicted eccentric orbit necessary to fit the observations would indicate phase C considering the advanced age of the system (∼ 440 Myr).
GJ 504
The recently imaged planet around the solar-type star GJ 504 (Kalas et al. 2008 ) is found at a projected star-planet distance of 43.5 AU. GJ 504 b could be an outer planet in a phase C system (consider the age of ∼ 160 Myr), which means that there might be another planet on a closer orbit. System 24, simulation 5d • from Matthews et al. (2014) . The coloured dots are the observations of the HR 8799 planetary system. The system matches the data and does not experience any close encounter during our 100 Myr integration time.
HD 106906 HD 106906 b has an on-sky projected separation of ∼ 650 AU, which makes it clear that the planet is scattered and the system is in phase B or C as such a large protoplanetary disk is unlikely. It may be that there is also an inner planet in the HD 106906 system as the inner part cannot yet be resolved.
HD 95086 HD 95086 b has a projected distance to the star of 56.4 ± 0.7 AU and could be an outer planet in a phase B or C configuration, which then indicates possible inner companions. It could also be a phase A system with an unresolved inner region because of the distance to the star (90.4 ± 3.4, van Leeuwen 2007) . The debris disk of HD 95086 is found to be similar to that of HR 8799 (Su et al. 2015) .
HR 8799
The number of planets in HR 8799 and their low eccentricities make us classify the system as still being in phase A.
κ And The κ And system seems like a higher mass version of the systems HD 95086 and GJ 504. The inner regions might hide a phase A system whilst the outer regions might reveal an outer planet indicating phase C. The system is old enough for us to predict phase B to be unlikely.
Summary and conclusions
The star HR 8799 is observed to be accompanied by four massive planets on wide orbits. Puzzlingly, the planetary system has been shown to be unstable in a timescale much shorter than its estimated age. A common explanation of its existence has been stabilisation by mean motion resonances (Goździewski & Migaszewski 2014) . We have simulated long-lived systems similar to HR 8799 without forcing them into resonance. The initial orbits of our planets are slightly more widely separated than circular orbits that intersect the observed star-planet on-sky separations. Slightly larger separations between the orbits result in a significantly longer stability timescale. The low eccentricity of the orbits can in some cases make a system have the observed architecture of HR 8799. We place the planets with random azimuth angle, assuming initial low eccentricities.
When using the estimated planetary masses (5, 7, 7 and 7 M Jup ) together with the estimated Earth-HR 8799 distance we rarely find a fitting system; in the best case, ∆ min = 3.64 − 3.67, we find 5 of 100 fitting systems, and in the broader range of orbit separations we find 12 out of 900 fitting systems. We almost double the number of fitting systems by considering the 1σ longer distance to HR 8799 of 40.5 pc; the best case now considers orbit separation range ∆ min = 3.74 − 3.79 and yields 8 of 100 fitting systems: in total we find 22 of 900 fitting systems. It is easier to find a fitting system by considering slightly lower planet masses (4, 6, 6, and 6 M Jup ) that are still comfortably within the planet mass estimate. That results in the best case (∆ min = 3.98 − 4.02) 18 of 100 systems fit the observations and in the broader range of orbit separations we find 82 out of 900 systems fitting. The above described numbers are visualised in Fig. 8 . Examples of a system that fits the observations can be seen for the nominal planet masses in Figs. 5b, 6, and 7 and for the slightly lower planet masses in Figs. 12 and 13.
We test our systems for mean motion resonances (see Sect. 4.4) and find that most of them fall sporadically in and out of the 2:1 resonance between various planet pairs, however, we see no trend in long stability timescale in the systems with more resonant behaviour. This means that these resonances do not work in a stabilising way, unlike the resonances treated earlier in the literature for stability of the HR 8799 system. We conclude that the HR 8799 system does not necessarily have to be caught in a strong resonance. We simulated many systems that at some point in their evolution look like HR 8799 and we want to stress that our example system (system 94, simulation 4e) is not a lucky coincidence. We present a different solution than before as our fitting systems are stable for longer than the lifetime of HR 8799 and do not show signs that they are deep in resonance. 14: Eccentricity and semi-major axes of the planets in each system of simulation 4f_long at a randomly picked time for each system in each phase. From top to bottom we show the cases of 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-planet systems and from left to right we show phase A, B, and C. All phase A systems have low eccentricity and four planets. In phase B, the systems have three or more planets. Typically, systems in phase C have two planets, one at a ∼ 10 AU and one at 30 a 1000 AU. Both phase B and C show generally higher eccentricities.
A bonus from our simulations is a prediction of the future evolution of the HR 8799 system. We see typical architectures in different evolutionary phases of the system. Before close encounters between the planets, the orbits have low eccentricity (e < 0.2). After the first close encounter has occurred, the first planet ejection follows within ∼ 10 6 years. The close encounter and ejection change the architecture of the system and the eccentricities are now more evenly distributed (0 < e < 1). In ∼ 80% of the cases, the systems eventually lose another planet and end up with two planets on eccentric orbits: one with a semimajor axis of a inner ∼ 10 AU and the other at a outer ∼ 30−1000 AU (see Fig. 14) . This configuration is comparably more similar to other massive, wide-orbit planets, such as AB Pic b or HD 106906 b, than the current HR 8799 bcde.
Our HR 8799 analogues naturally evolve into architectures that resemble other wide-orbit planetary systems. Therefore we find it most plausible that the HR 8799 system is not of a different kind than other observed wide-orbit planetary systems, but simply in an earlier evolutionary phase. This phase seems to be relatively short for massive, wide-orbit planetary systems and it thus makes sense that only one system has been observed in this phase, that is HR 8799.
